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Summary 

Manyencounter problems with noise pollution in their homes or offices. To reduce these 

problems betler insulation between rooms is needed. 

Sound transmission between adjacent rooms travels over several paths including the path 

over separating elements. There are empirical models presented in BASluco which can be 

used to estimate the sound transmission through junctions with double leaf separating walis. 

The accuracy of these models is not yet known. To gain knowledge on the accuracy of these 

models measurements must be carried out. Several measurement options are presented in 

ISO 10848 to measure the sound transmission through junctions in a laboratory. It is not weil 

known which measurement option works best for junctions in situ and for junctions with 

double leaf wal Is. 

The objectives of this research are to obtain a good measurement protocol for the sound 

transmission through junctions in-situ and to compare these results with estimation results 

from the models presented in BASluco. 

An important acoustic quantity necessary to predict the sound transmission over flanking 

building elements is the vibration reduction index (Kij). This parameter consists of the velocity 

level difference (Dv) and a standardization term. An important parameter to determine the 

standardization term is the structural reverberation time (Ts ). The velocity level difference 

depends on the measurement situation. The standardization term compensates for the 

geometry in-situ. Therefore, the vibration reduction index is independent of its situation. 

The vibration reduction index can best be measured by using a rubber hammer as an 

excitation source, two transducers and a laptop with the computer program Dirac. This 

measurement procedure gives satisfactory measurement results at all frequencies. At low 

frequencies the measurement results are less accurate. These inaccuracies occur because of 

resonant frequencies and low mode counts. 

Workmanship has a negative influence on the measurement accuracy. The standard 

deviation of the measurement procedure of the velocity level difference gets almost twice as 

high when workmanship is taken into account. 

According to theory the velocity level difference is dependent on its location and the vibration 

reduction index is independent on its location. The measurements however show that the 

vibration reduction index is more dependent on the location then the velocity level difference. 

This is caused by the negative influence of the standardization term on the vibration reduction 

index. 
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BASluco uses the addition of several small paths to calculate the vibration reduction index of 

a complete transmission path. For a façade without an outer leaf the addition of the 

measurements underestimates the velocity level difference. For a façade with an outer leaf, 

the outer leaf decreases the velocity level difference at 63 Hz. At higher frequencies the 

velocity level difference stays the same or increases, meaning that the outer leaf improves the 

vibration reduction index at higher frequencies. For a junction with a double leaf separating 

wal! and a double leaf separating façade the measured sound transmission travels over the 

measured paths presented in BASluco. However, the vibration reduction index of these paths 

is not estimated accurately with the presented modeis. At all frequencies the vibration 

reduction index is underestimated. 

The estimation model suggests th at sound transmission over a first floor junction travels over 

two paths, a path over the separating wall and a path over the foundation. The velocity level 

difference between the floors and from floor to se pa rating wal! depends on both transmission 

paths. When the velocity level difference is measured from wall to floor the foundation doesn't 

influence the measurement results . The first floor junction measured in th is thesis can not be 

modeled correctly, because the used foundation doesn't exist in BASluco. 

The estimation model suggests that sound transmission from one leaf of the separating wal! 

to the other Ie af of the separating wall is the same on the first floor and on the second floor. 

Measurements show that there is a difference between these two paths. These two paths are 

relevant when the vibration reduction index is estimated from floor to floor of a second floor 

junction. Measurements showed that the sound transmissions from floor to separating wall 

and from separating wall to floor are only dependent on the transmission over the second 

floor path. For second floor junctions BASluco underestimates the vibration reduction index at 

low frequencies and overestimates it at high frequencies. 

For future research it is recommended that the vibration reduction index of more junctions 

with double leaf separating walls are measured, because more information is needed to 

obtain more accurate estimation results. To obtain a better estimation model, the present 

models must be expanded as weil. More information must be obtained on the different 

foundations that are used in standard attached homes in order to include these in the modeis. 
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Samenvatti ng 

Veel mensen hebben problemen met geluidsoverlast in hun woningen en kantoren. Om deze 

problemen te verminderen is betere geluidsisolatie tussen ruimtes nodig. 

Tussen aangrenzende ruimtes vind geluidstransmissie plaats over verschillende paden, 

waaronder geluidstransmissie over flankerende vlakken . In BASluco worden empirische 

modellen gepresenteerd die gebruikt kunnen worden om de geluidstransmissie door 

bouwknopen met woningscheidende spouwwanden te voorspellen. De nauwkeurigheid van 

deze modellen is echter niet bekend. Om meer te weten te komen over de nauwkeurigheid 

van deze modellen is het belangrijk dat metingen van dit soort bouwknopen uitgevoerd 

worden. In ISO 10848 worden verschillende meetmethoden beschreven die gebruikt kunnen 

worden om knopen te meten in het laboratorium. Het is niet bekend welke meetmethode het 

beste bruikbaar is voor metingen op locatie en voor metingen aan knopen met spouwwanden. 

Het eerste doel van dit onderzoek is het verkrijgen van een goede methode om bouw knopen 

op locatie te meten . Het tweede doel is het vergelijken van meetresultaten met 

rekenresultaten verkregen met BASluco. 

Een belangrijke akoestische parameter om de geluidstransmissie door bouwknopen te 

bepalen is de trillingsoverdrachtverzwakking (Kij). Deze parameter bestaat uit de 

verbindingsdemping (Dv) en een standaardisatieterm. Een belangrijke parameter om de 

standaardisatieterm te bepalen is de uitklinktijd (Ts ). De verbindingsdemping is afhankelijk 

van de locatie van de knoop. De standaardisatie term zorgt er voor dat de 

trillingsoverdrachtverzwakking onafhankelijk van de locatie van de knoop is. 

De trillingsoverdrachtverzwakking kan het beste gemeten worden met een rubber hamer, 

twee trillingsopnemers en een laptop met daarop het computerprogramma Dirac. Deze 

meetmethode geeft goede meetresultaten voor alle frequenties. Bij lage frequenties is de 

nauwkeurigheid iets minder groot. Deze mindere nauwkeurigheid wordt veroorzaakt door 

eigenfrequenties in het meetobject en een gebrek aan modussen in het meetobject. De 

manier van bouwen van de knopen heeft een negatieve invloed op de nauwkeurigheid van de 

meetprocedure. De standaard deviatie wordt bijna tweemaal zo groot wanneer men een 

identieke knoop op twee verschillende locaties meet dan wanneer men een knoop tweemaal 

op dezelfde locatie meet. Volgens de theorie is de verbindingsdemping afhankelijk van de 

locatie en de trillingsoverdrachtverzwakking niet. Metingen hebben aangetoond dat de 

trillingsoverdrachtverzwakking meer beïnvloed wordt door de locatie dan de 

verbindingsdemping. Dit wordt veroorzaakt door de negatieve invloed van de 

standaardisatieterm op de trillingsoverdrachtverzwakking. 
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BASluco gebruikt de optelsom van een aantal kleine paden om de 

trillingsoverdrachtverzwakking van een compleet transmissiepad te bepalen. Voor een gevel 

zonder buitenspouwblad onderschat de optelsom van de gemeten paden de totale 

verbindingsdemping. Voor een gevel met buitenspouwblad verminderd het buitenspouwblad 

de verbindingsdemping bij 63 Hz. Bij hogere frequenties blijft de verbindingsdemping gelijk of 

wordt de verbindingsdemping verhoogd . Dit betekent dat voor hogere frequenties de 

verbindingsdemping verbeterd als een buitenspouwblad wordt toegepast. Voor een knoop 

met een scheidende spouwwand en een gevel met spouwwand is de gemeten 

geluidstransmissie gelijk aan de twee gemeten hoofdpaden die beschreven staan in BASluco. 

De trillingsoverdracht van deze paden wordt echter niet nauwkeurig voorspeld met BASluco. 

Bij alle frequenties wordt de trillingsoverdrachtverzwakking onderschat. 

Volgens de rekenmodellen zijn er twee transmissiepaden voor het geluid bij een knoop op de 

begane grond. Het betreft een pad over de woningscheidende wand en een pad over de 

fundering. De verbindingsdemping tussen de vloeren en tussen de vloer en de 

woningscheidende wand op de begane grond wordt bepaald door beide transmissiepaden. 

Wanneer de geluidstransmissie gemeten wordt van de woningscheidende wand naar de vloer 

heeft het pad over de fundering geen invloed op de totale transmissie. De 

trillingsoverdrachten van de knopen op de begane grond kunnen niet goed gemodelleerd 

worden met BASluco. omdat de fundering die gebruikt is tijdens dit onderzoek niet aanwezig 

is in BASluco. 

Volgens de rekenmodellen is de geluidstransmissie van wand naar wand over de 

woningscheidende spouwwand hetzelfde op de begane grond en op de eerste verdieping. 

Metingen geven echter aan dat dit niet zo is. Deze twee paden zijn beide relevant voor het 

voorspellen van de geluidstransmissie van vloer naar vloer op de eerste verdieping . Metingen 

hebben aangetoond dat de geluidstransmissie van woningscheidende wand naar vloer en 

van vloer naar woningscheidende wand alleen afhankelijk is van de transmissie over de 

eerste verdieping. Voor knopen op de eerste verdieping wordt de trillingsoverdracht bij lage 

frequenties onderschat door BASluco. Bij hogere frequenties wordt de 

trillingsoverdrachtverzwakking overschat. 

Het is nodig om verder onderzoek te doen naar de trillingsoverdrachtverzwakking van knopen 

met woningscheidende spouwwanden. zodat de rekenmodellen verder verbeterd kunnen 

worden. Tevens is het nodig om de huidige rekenmodellen verder uit te breiden met veel 

voorkomende funderingen. Hiervoor zijn metingen nodig aan deze funderingen. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Problem statement 

Manyencounter problems with noise pollution in their homes or offices. To reduce these 

problems better insulation between rooms is needed. 

Sound transmission between rooms occurs directly through separating constructions as weil 

as along other paths. These paths include indirect transmission via systems such as 

ventilation shafts. They also inciude paths via components mounted in the separating element 

and paths via flanking building elements. 

Sound transmission between two rooms can be estimated using models presented in EN 

12354-1 [6) and EN 12354-2 [7). To use these estimation models input data is needed for the 

different transmission paths. This input data can either be obtained by measurements or by 

other estimations. One of the transmission paths that is not sufficiently covered is the path 

over some types of flanking elements. 

An important acoustic quantity necessary to predict the sound transmission over flanking 

building elements is the vibration reduction index (Kij). The vibration reduction index 

expresses the sound transmission over a junction [9]. 

There are empirical models presented in the European standard [6] which can be used to 

estimate the vibration reduction index of common types of junctions. These models primarily 

cover junctions with homogeneous walis and floors . Models that estimate the vibration 

reduction index of junctions with double leaf walls are not yet available in the European 

standard. These types of junctions can be predicted by using models presented in computer 

program BASluco [1) The accuracy of these mode Is is not yet known. To gain knowledge on 

the accuracy of these models measurements must be carried out. 

A problem with measuring the vibration reduction index is th at it is not easy to build a building 

junction in a laboratory. Therefore, the vibration reduction index will be measured in-situ for 

several junctions during this research. 

The vibration reduction index of walis and floors in a laboratory can be measured according to 

ISO 10848-1 [4). Several measurement options are presented in this new standard . It is not 

weil known which measurement option works best for junctions in situ and for junctions with 

double leaf walls. 
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1.2 Research objectives 

The first objective of this research is to obtain a good measurement protocol for the vibration 

reduction index of junctions at double leaf separating wa lis in-situ. The measurement 

procedure must give satisfactory repeatability for similar situations. 

The second objective of this research is to measure the vibration reduction index in-situ of 

junctions at double leaf separating walls. The results of these measurements will be 

compared with results of the estimation models of these junctions presented in BASluco. 

Inner leaf: 

'L 
Top floor: r- r- Wall: Wall: r- -

Top floor: 
Aerated cc Anhydrite 14 r ted concrete Aerated con ~r t Anhydrite 
150mm 50mm 140mm 140mm 50mm 
90 kg/ml 100 kg/ml 112 kg/ml 112 kg/ml 100 kg/ml 

I I I I 
Outer leaf: Separating wall: Floor: 
Brick Aerated concrete Floor: J.naJ Aerated con r t 
100mm 140mm Concrete ri 240mm 
190 kg/ml 112 kg/m2 320mm 144 kg/m2 

- '- -

Flgure 1.1: The bw/dmgjunctlons that are mode/ed and measured 

1.3 Out/ine 

Chapter 1 briefly introduces the ideas behind this thesis. 

The theory behind this research is described in chapter 2. This chapter describes the vibration 

reduction index and its place in the European norm EN 12354. 

Chapter 3 describes the measurement procedure to measure the vibration reduction index. 

This chapter also describes the inaccuracies that can occur during the measurements. 

The accuracy of the measurement procedure is described in chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 describes the sound transmission through several types of junctions. The first 

paragraph describes the sound transmission through a junction of a façade with a double leaf 

separating wal!. The second and third paragraph describe the sound transmission of junctions 

between double leaf separating walls and floors. 
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In chapter 6 a comparison is given between the measured vibration reduction index between 

junctions th at are theoretically equal. It also compares measurement results with estimation 

results . 

Chapter 7 wil I contain the conclusions and the recommendations for future research. 
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2 Vibration reduction index and the European standard EN 

12354 

2.1 Vibration reduction index 

According to European standard EN 12354 the vibration reduction index is used to predict the 

airborne sound insulation as weil as the impact sound insulation between two rooms. The 

vibration reduction index describes the acoustic performance of a junction. The vibration 

reduction index is the direction averaged velocity level difference (Dv ,ij) plus a 

standardization term. The velocity level difference depends on the measurement situation. 

The standardization term compensates for the geometry in-situ . This standardization term 

consists of the coupling length between element i and element j (lij) and the equivalent 

absorption length of element i (ai) and element j (aj). It takes into account the damping of the 

vibration field of the elements. The dam ping is determined from the structural reverberation 

time (Ts). 

(2.1 ) 

The direction averaged velocity level difference is the average of the velocity level difference 

from element i to element j (Dv.ij) and from element j to element i (Dv,ji) . 

DV,ij + Dv,ii 
D .. = ---'---'-

V,IJ 2 (2.2) 

The equivalent absorption length of element i (respectively element j) consists of the surface 

area of element i (Si). the structural reverberation time of element i (Ts.i). the speed of sound 

in air (co) . the frequency in which is measured (f) and a reference frequency (fref) . 

(2 .3) 
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2.2 Airborne sound insulation between adjacent rooms according to EN 

12354-1 

In EN 12354-1 the sound transmission between two rooms (r') is defined as the relation 

between the total sound power transmitted into the receiving room (Wtol) and the sound power 

which is incident on the separating element (Win). 

(2.4) 

The apparent sound reduction index (R') is minus ten times the logarithm of the sound 

transmission factor. 

R'= -10IgT' (2 .5) 

The apparent sound reduction index can be determined by measuring the sound pressure 

level in the source room (L p1 ) and in the receiving room (LpÛ, the surface area of the 

separating element (Ss) and the reverberation time in the receiving room. From the 

reverberation time the equivalent sound absorption area in the receiving room (A) can be 

determined by using Sabine's law (A=0 .16V/D-

(2.6) 

Sound transmission between two adjacent rooms can be estimated by adding up the sound 

transmission of the partitioning element with the total sound transmission of the flanking 

elements, the total sound transmission of elements in the partitioning wal! and the total 

indirect sound transmission over systems such as ventilation shafts. A graphical 

representation of these different paths can be seen in figure 2.1 

T'=Td + ITt +ITe +ITs (2 .7) 
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.. Soundleak 

_"'*1+-.... Direct 

Flanking 

Figure 2.1: sound transmission paths between two adjacent rooms 

The total sound transmission of f1anking elements consists of several paths. The transmission 

from source element i to receiving element j is the ratio of the power that is incident on 

element i and radiated from element j into the receiving room (VlIjj) and the total amount of 

power that is incident on the separating element (VlIjn). 

(2 .8) 

The power that is radiated from element j into the receiving room can be estimated by 

multiplying the density of air (Po) with the speed of sound in air (co), the velocity of the 

amplitude of the free bending waves (Vij) , the area of element j (Sj) and the radiation factor for 

free banding waves (aj). 

(2.9) 

The total amount of power that is incident on the separating element can be estimated in 

accordance with equation 2.11. In this equation p is the sound pressure, Sis the area of 

element i. 

(2.10) 
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The sound reduction index over the flanking elements i and j (Rij) is minus ten times the 

logarithm of the sound transmission factor over the flanking element (Tij). 

(2.11 ) 

Because airborne sound insulation stays the same when the source room and the receiving 

room are reversed, sound transmission form element i to element j is equal to the sound 

transmission form element j to element i. 

(2 .12) 

The following equation for the flanking sound reduction index can be derived from equations 

2.8 until 2.12: 

R. ., + R ., S 
R.. = I,SI U J,SI U + ~ + 101 __ S_ 

IJ 2 V,IJ 9 ~S.S. 
I J 

(2.13) 

The in-situ value of the direction averaged velocity level difference (Dv,ij ) can be derived from 

equation 2.1. The in-situ value of the sound reduction index (Rsitu ) can be derived from the 

sound reduction index in the laboratory minus a correction factor th at takes the damping of 

the elements into account. This is shown in equation 2.14. 

T . 
R = R -101g s,sllu 

situ T 
s,lab 

(2.14) 

In practice, the damping of an element in-situ is considered the same as the damping of that 

same element in a laboratory. In this case the equivalent absorption length of the element (a) 

is equal to the surface area of the element (S). It also means that the in-situ value of the 

sound reduction index (Rsitu ) is the same as the sound reduction index in the laboratory (R) . In 

this case equation 2.13 can be simplified into equation 2.15. 
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(2.15) 

2.3 Impact sound insulation between adjacent rooms according to EN 

12354-2 

The normalized impact sound pressure for flanking elements from the separating element i to 

the flanking element j (Ln.ij) can be estimated in a similar way as the flanking sound reduction 

index. 

Ri +Rj S 
L .. = L . + - K· -1 Olg '0,1 .. n,IJ n,1 2 IJ 

IJ 

(2.16) 

Equation 2.16 is the simplified equation to determine the normalized impact sound pressure 

for flanking elements. In this equation the damping of the elements in-situ is considered the 

same as the damping of the elements in the laboratory. 

In equation 2.16 Ln,i is the normalized impact sound pressure level of source element i. The 

normalized impact sound pressure level can be determined from the impact sound pressure 

level in the receiving room (L2 ) and the equivalent sound absorption area in the receiving 

room (A). 

(2.17) 

2.4 BASluco 

In European standard EN 12354 the vibration reduction index of several simple junctions can 

be estimated. These junctions do not include junctions with double leaf walls. Junctions with 

double-Ieaf walls can be estimated with BASluco [1]. 

BASluco is a computer program that can give an estimation of several acoustic parameters 

including the vibration reduction index. BASluco is based on the same principles as EN 
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12354. The accuracy of the estimated vibration reduction index of junctions with double leaf 

walls is not weil known. 

In order to get a better sense of the precision of these estimations the vibration reduction 

index of these junctions are measured. Comparison of the measurement results with the 

estimation models will determine the precision of the estimation modeis . These comparisons 

are shown in chapter 6. 

2.5 Basic assumptions of SEA 

The models for the vibration reduction index presented in EN 12354 and BASluco are a 

simplification of the Statistica I Energy Analysis (SEA) [2] concept. This means that the basic 

assumptions of SEA should be met when the vibration reduction index is predicted or 

measured. 

One of these assumptions is th at there should be no strong coupling between the measured 

elements. The strength of the coupling between two coupled elements depends on the 

masses per unit area of the source element (mi) and the receiving element (mj) and of the 

critical frequency of the source element (fei ) and the receiving element (fej ) . The minimum 

value th at the velocity level difference between two elements should have is given in equation 

2.18. 

m/Ci o .. > 3-10Ig--
V,IJ m.f. 

J CJ 

(2.18) 

A second SEA assumption is that there should be a diffuse vibration field in the separate 

elements. If the decrease in vibration across an element is too strong the vibration reduction 

index might not be relevant. This is the case when, in the allowed measurement area, a 

decrease in velocity level of more than 6 dB occurs when the transducer is moved away from 

a stationary vibration source. 

Mv < 6 dB (2.19) 

Another SEA assumption concerns the mode count or modal density per element and the 

modal overlap factor. In order to get satisfactory prediction results the mode count and the 

modal density should be as high as possible. The modal overlap factor should be at least 
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unity. A low mode count occurs predominantly at low frequencies. This is because of the long 

wavelengths for low frequencies. At high frequencies the mode count is much higher. A high 

mode count will generally produce a more accurate measurement result. Because of th is the 

accuracy of the measurements will decrease when the frequency decreases. It is not exactly 

clear how many modes are required to obtain good measurement and estimation results. 

According to EN ISO 10848 [5] five or more modes per one-third-octave-band are generally 

regarded as sufficient. Other reports suggest a number of modes between 2 and 30 [2]. 

The mode count (N) is the number of modes in a frequency band. The mode count can be 

determined by multiplying the modal density (n(f)) with the bandwidth (B) . For a one-third

octave-band the bandwidth is 0.23 times the centre frequency of the band. For full octaves 

the bandwidth is 0.707 times the centre frequency. 

N = n(f)B (2.20) 

The modal density (n(f)) for a thin plate can be determined by the surface area of the element 

(S) , the critical frequency of the element (fc) and the speed of sound in air (co) . 

TTSf 
n(f) =-T-

Co 
(2.21 ) 

This equation is only valid for plates with simply supported edges. This means that the edges 

may rotate but have no translation . The resonant frequency will increase if the edges are 

clamped or partially clamped, because then rotation is impossible too. In practice, most walls 

and floors behave like simply supported panels. 

Not only the number of modes is important to determine the accuracy of the measurement 

and estimation results, but also the damping of these modes. A parameter to determine this 

damping is the modal overlap factor. The modal overlap factor (M) is determined by the modal 

density (n(f)) and the totalloss factor (17) . 

M = f17 n(f) (2.22) 
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The totalloss factor determines the damping of the traveling waves in a construction . The 

totalloss factor can be derived from the structural reverberation time. 

2.2 
'7101 = fT 

5 

(2.23) 

The totalloss factor (rl) consists of three parts. These three parts are the energy losses as a 

result of internal damping (nni), the energy losses as a result of radiation (r7rad) and the energy 

jasses at the edges of the construction (r7edge). 

'7 = '7inl + '7 rad + '7edge (2.24) 

Internal damping occurs when vibration energy in the element is converted into heat caused 

by friction. The internal damping in an element depends on the materials of the construction 

and the construction of the element. The internal damping is assumed to be frequency 

independent. 

Another damping mechanism is damping caused by radiation. In this case vibration energy is 

being radiated into the adjacent rooms. The radiation damping is frequency dependent. The 

radiation damping is relatively small. Therefore, the radiation damping is often negligibly smal! 

in comparison with the totalloss factor. Only when constructions are very light the radiation 

damping might be important. The radiation 1055 factor is dependent on the radiation factor for 

free bending waves (o) and the mass per unit area (m'). 

(2.25) 

The totalloss factor is predominantly dependent on the energy losses at the edges. With 

edge dam ping the sound energy leaves the construction at the junctions to adjacent 

constructions. Edge damping is, just like radiation damping, frequency dependent. Edge 

damping is dependent on the length of the junctions (Ik) and the absorption coefficient for 

bending waves (ak). Equation 2.27 shows that the absorption coefficient for bending waves is 

dependent on the critica I frequency (fe) and the vibration reduction index. 
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(2.26) 

(2.27) 
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3 Measurement procedure 

3.1 Measurement methads for the structural reverberation time 

The structural reverberation time is the time the construction needs to lose 60 dB of its 

energy. It can be determined by measuring the acceleration level or the velocity level of the 

element. The structural reverberation time can be measured only with a structure-borne 

sound source. This source can be both transient and stationary. An example of a transient 

excitation source is a hammer or a single dropping mass. An example of a stationary 

excitation source is a tapping machine or an electrodynamic exciter. 

In accordance with ISO 10848 the acceleration level or the velo city level should be measured 

with at least three excitation points to obtain satisfying measurement results . Each excitation 

point should be measured at a minimum of three transducer positions. In order to get an 

accurate result for the structural reverberation time the signal to noise ratio (SNR) should be 

at least 25 dB. This means that the signal level should be at least 25 dB higher then the 

background noise leve!. If the signal level is less th en 25 dB higher th en the background noise 

level , the background noise can cause interference in the signa!. This may cause inaccurate 

measurement results. 

During this research the structural reverberation time is measured with a transient excitation 

source, a transducer from B&K and a laptop with the computer program Dirac [12]. 

Dirac is a program that is used to measure a wide range of acoustical parameters. Dirac 

measures impulse responses from which acoustical parameters are calculated such as the 

reverberation time. To calculate the reverberation time Dirac uses the Schröder-curve [17] . 

This means th at the impulse response (r(x)) is squared and integrated backwards. As aresuit 

the ensemble ave rage of the squared noise decay (( S 2 (0)) is found. This gives a more 

smooth decay curve in order to get a more accurate reverberation time from a single impulse 

response. 

(3.1 ) 

As a transient excitation source a rubber hammer is used. Research showed th at a rubber 

hammer gives sufficient signal to noise ratio when it is used on aerated concrete and calcium 

silicate building elements [18]. The measurement arrangement is shown in figure 3.1 . 
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Figure 3. 1: the measurement arrangement for the structural reverberation time 

3.2 Measurement methods (or the velo city level difference 

I n ISO 10848 there are several measurement methods presented to measure the velocity 

level difference. The velocity level difference can be measured with structure-borne sound or 

airborne sound. When a transient excitation source is used the velocity level difference should 

be measured with a pair of transducers to measure the velocity level of both elements of the 

junction at the same time. 

The velo city level difference can also be measured with airborne sound. This method though 

can be very slow. The reason for this is that the other elements in the source room need to be 

shielded. Any unshielded elements can cause inaccuracies in the velocity level difference, 

because vibrations via flanking elements can reach the receiving element. 

To obtain satisfying measurement results for the velocity level difference, the signa I to noise 

ratio should be at least 10 dB on both the source element and the receiving element. 

According to ISO 10848 the velocity level difference should be measured with at least three 

excitation points on the source element. Each excitation point should be measured at a 

minimum of three transducer positions on the source element and the receiving element. 

During this research the velocity level difference is measured with a transient excitation 

source, two transducers and a laptop with the computer program Dirac. For practical reasons 

the same excitation source is used to measure the velocity level difference and the structural 

reverberation time. The measurement arrangement is shown in figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: the measurement arrangement for the velocity level difference 

Instead of measuring the velocity level difference the acceleration level difference can also be 

measured. 

The velocity (v) is equal to the acceleration (a) divided by the angle frequency (w) . 

a 
v=

w 
(3.2) 

The velocity level (Lv) is equal to the logarithm of the velocity divided by a constant (va). 

(3.3) 

By using equation 3.2 and 3.3 the velocity level difference (Mv or Dv) can be described as 

equation 3.4. 

(3.4) 

The acceleration level is equal to the logarithm of the acceleration divided bya constant (aa). 
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(3.5) 

When two acceleration levels are subtracted equation 3.6 is found. 

(3.6) 

In stead of the acceleration level Dirac calculates the relative strength (~Grel). The relative 

strength is the logarithm of the sound pressure (P) divided bya constant (Po). 

(3.7) 

When an accelerometer is used with Dirac in stead of a microphone, Dirac measures the 

relative strength. 

(3.8) 

When two relative strengths are subtracted equation 3.9 is found. 

(3.9) 

Equations 3.4, 3.6 and 3.9 show that the velocity level difference is equal to the acceleration 

level difference and the difference in relative strength. 

(3.10) 
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3.3 Disturbance in the measurement element 

As a result of structure born excitation a direct and a diffuse vibration field occurs in the 

element. The direct field occurs directly around the vibration source. In the direct field the 

amplitude of the bending waves is considerably larger than in the diffuse vibration field. This 

is called the near field effect. In this direct field the amplitudes of the bending waves cause 

inaccurate measurement results. The size of the direct field can be determined with equation 

3.11 [2]. 

(3.11 ) 

In this equation Selement is the surface area of the element and a is the absorption coefficient of 

the edges of the element. 

At the edges of the element inaccuracies can occur because of reflections of the wave 

against the junctions. 

Inaccurate measurement results can occur around the resonant frequencies (fn.m) of the 

elements. Around the resonant frequencies of the element, standing bending waves occur. 

Standing bending waves occur when the path traveled by a wave is such that after traveling 

around the element it arrives back at its starting place traveling in the same direction and in 

phase with itself. As a result of this the amplitude will get larger. This increase in amplitude 

will give inaccurate measurement results . 

The resonant frequencies depend on the conditions at the edges of the plate. The edges can 

either be clamped, simply supported or free. In practice, simply supported edges exist the 

most. The frequency of the modes can then be described by using the longitudinal wave 

speed (CL) of the plate and the dimensions of the plate. 

(3 .12) 

In equation 3.12, n and m refer to the amount of modes in the direction of the length of the 

element and in the direction of the width of the element. 

The longitudinal wave speed in plates depends on Young's modulus (E) and the density of 

the element {Pl. 
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(3.13) 

When an element is hit with a structure-borne sound source, free bending waves occur in the 

element. The speed of these free bending waves is frequency dependent. This is shown in 

equation 3.14. 

(3.14) 

The lengths of these free bending waves depend on the speed and the frequency. 

(3.15) 

Airborne sound can create forced bending waves and free bending waves in an element. A 

forced bending wave occurs when the sound wave in air forces the element to deform in the 

same pattern. The frequency at which the wavelength of the bending wave is equal to the 

wavelength of the airborne wave that travels parallel to the element is called the critica I 

frequency (fc). In this case the bending wave in the element travels with the same speed as 

the airborne sound wave (340 mis). 

(3.16) 

The above mentioned only applies for thin plates. In thick plates other wave types can be 

relevant. A plate is acoustically thick when the thickness of the element is bigger than one 

sixth of the bending wavelength. 

(3.17) 
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3.4 Transient excitation souree 

During this research a transient excitation source is used. The reason for this is th at the 

installation time of a stationary excitation source is considerably long er than the installation 

time of a transient excitation source. 

During this research a rubber ham mer is used as a transient excitation source. The rubber 

ham mer has a head of approximately 1 kg . 

Research [18] showed that this ham mer gives a satisfactory signal to noise ratio to determine 

the structural reverberation time and the velocity level difference up to approximately 2500 

Hz. Above this frequency the vibration reduction index is less relevant, because hardly any 

noise annoyance is noticed around these frequencies in Dutch homes made out of aerated 

concrete. A picture of the rubber ham mer is shown in figure 3.3. 

Figure 3.3: during this research a rubber hammer is used as an excitation source 

3.5 Mounting of the transducer 

The transducer used during this research is an accelerometer from Brüel & Kjeer type 4366. 

This transducer can be mounted in several ways to the measured element. The mounting 

principles with pin and wax are discussed here. These mounting principles are shown in 

figure 3.5 and 3.6. 

Figure 3.5: an accelerometer mounted with wax Figure 3.6: an accelerometer mounted with a pin 
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During this research two different mounting principles are used. On the source element wax is 

used and on the receiving element a pin is used. This method is used because it is proven 

fastest when two people do the measurements. 

For the measurement of the structural reverberation time it shows th at it doesn't matter which 

mounting principle is used. This is shown in figure 3.7. This figure shows the measurement 

results of an aerated concrete element. 

For the measurement of the velocity level difference it does matter which mounting principle is 

used. Figure 3.8 shows the measurement results of the relative strength of an aerated 

concrete element. Above 630 Hz there is a considerable difference between the relative 

strength measured with wax and with pin. The difference between these relative strengths at 

800 Hz is approximately 3 dB. Above this frequency these differences can be even bigger. 

Because of this the vibration reduction index can only be measured up to 630 Hz when pin is 

used on either or both the source element and the receiving element. For the measurement of 

higher frequencies wax should be used on both the source element and the receiving 

element. 
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3.6 Measurement protocol 

From the previous paragraphs can be concluded th at the vibration reduction index should be 

measured by using a hammer as an excitation source, two transducers and a laptop with the 

computer program Dirac. The transducer signal is amplified with a charge amplifier. This 
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amplified signa I is send to the external soundcard of the laptop. On this laptop the acoustical 

impulse response of the signal is recorded by using Dirac. With Dirac the structural 

reverberation time and the velocity level difference are determined. The specifications of the 

measurement equipment are mentioned in table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: the measurement equipment used during this research 

Equipment Brand Type 

Transducer Brüel & Kjcer 4366 

Charge amplifier Brüel & Kjcer 2635 

Soundcard Triton N/A 

Signal analyzer Dirac 3.1 7841 

In order to get accurate measurement results the distance between the transducers and the 

excitation position should be big enough. The reverberation radius of the plate is necessary to 

know the distance between the excitation position and the transducer position. The 

reverberation radius can be calculated by using equation 3.11. As an approximation, the 

excitation position should be at least 1.0 m away from the transducer position. This will 

ensure that the signal is measured in a diffuse vibration field. Furthermore, the excitation 

positions should be at least 0.5 m away from the element boundaries to eliminate 

inaccuracies that can occur around the edges of the element. The transducer positions should 

be randomly distributed over the test element. The distance between the transducer positions 

should be at least 0.5 mand the transducers should be placed at least 0.25 m from the test 

element boundaries. 
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4 Accuracy of the measurement results 

4.1 dis turban ces in the measured e/ements 

In chapter 3 is mentioned that inaccurate measurement results can occur around the critical 

frequency and the resonant frequencies in the measured plates. Inaccuracies can also occur 

at frequencies with low mode counts and low modal overlap factors . 

This chapter describes the measurement results of four different elements. Table 4.1 shows 

the lower resonant frequencies of these measured elements. Inaccuracies can occur around 

these frequencies. Around higher frequencies it is less likely that inaccuracies occur as a 

result of resonances. Higher frequencies have more modes. The more modes there are in a 

particular frequency the more influence damping has on the frequency. 

Table 4.1: resonant frequencies in the measured plates 

wall small floor big floor medium floor 
I 

n m fn ,m n m fn.m n m fn,m n m fn .m 

0 1 14 0 1 15 0 1 4 0 1 14 

0 2 54 0 2 59 0 2 14 0 2 54 

1 0 9 1 0 9 1 0 9 1 0 5 

1 1 22 1 1 23 1 1 12 1 1 18 

1 2 63 1 2 67 1 2 23 1 2 59 

2 0 34 2 0 34 2 0 34 2 0 18 

2 1 48 2 1 49 2 1 38 2 1 32 

2 2 89 2 2 93 2 2 49 2 2 72 

The critical frequency of the measured floors lays around 191 Hz. The critical frequency of the 

wal! lays around 327 Hz. Around these frequencies sound waves travel easily through the 

measured plates. This can cause a low velocity level difference around these frequencies. 

Figure 4.1 shows the mode count in one third octave bands of the measured elements. This 

figure shows that the mode count at 63 Hz is below unity. When calculated in octave bands 

the mode count at 63 Hz is above 2. This is shown in figure 4.3. This means that the 

measurement results at low frequencies can be very inaccurate when measured in one third 

octave bands. When measured in octaves the measurement results are much more accurate. 
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Figure 4.2 and 4.4 shows the modal overlap factor in one third octave bands and octave 

bands. The modal overlap factor is independent of the bandwidth. The modal overlap factor is 

less then unity from 63 Hz to 500 Hz. This might cause some inaccuracies. 
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Figure 4. 1: mode count ofthe measured plates 
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4.2 Accuracy of the measurement procedure 

To determine the accuracy of the measurement procedure a representative building junction 

is measured several times with the same procedure. Of these six measurements the mean 

and the standard deviation are determined. The building junction measured is a junction of 

two leafs of a double leaf separating wall on the second floor. The walls consist of 140 mm 

aerated concrete and weights 112 kg/m2
. The cavity has a width of 70 mmo There is no 

coupling between the leafs. The measured junction is shown in figure 4.5. 

140 70 - 140 -

Aerated concrete wall G5/800 

Air cavity 

.. f-- Aerated concrete wall G5/800 

Figure 4.5: Ihe junction Ihal is measured la delermine Ihe accuracy of Ihe measuremenl procedure 

The vibration reduction index is measured with 3 transducer couples. 3 excitations are used 

for each coupie. The velocity level difference is only measured in one direction instead of 2 

directions which is required according to equation 2.1, because of the symmetry of the 

junction and limited time. To know the vibration reduction index the velocity level difference 

and the structural reverberation time is needed. The coupling length used to calculate the 

equivalent absorption length, is the length of the coupling between the wall and the floor. 

Figure 4.6 shows the velocity level difference of the six measurements. Figure 4.7 shows the 

standard deviation. At the lower frequencies the standard deviation is approximately 3 dB. 

At higher frequencies the standard deviation gets lower. Around 500 Hz and 630 Hz the 

standard deviation is approximately 1.5 dB. These low standard deviations give a good 

accuracy of the measurement results . The standard deviations are lower ate high 

frequencies, because the mode count and the modal density are much higher at high 

frequencies. 

The structural reverberation time is used to determine the damping of aplate. It is mentioned 

in chapter 2 that the damping is used in the standardization term to determine the vibration 

reduction index from the velocity level difference. Damping is determined by the totalloss 

factor. In equation 2.23 it is shown that the totalloss factor is calculated by using the 

frequency and structural reverberation time. This total loss factor is expressed without a unit. 
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To express the totalloss factor in dB equation 4.1 can be used. In this equation the correction 

term r)o is 10-12 In most literature th is quantity is generally used. 

r) = 10Ig r)tot 
r)a 

(4 .1 ) 

Figure 4.8 shows the totalloss factor of one of the leafs of the double leaf separating wal!. At 

63 Hz the loss factor is about 115 dB. The loss factor gradually gets smaller to approximately 

100 dB at 8000 Hz. Figure 4.9 shows that the standard deviation of the loss factor is 

approximately 1 dB at all frequencies. 

Figure 4.10 shows the vibration reduction index of the measured double leaf wall . The shape 

of the curve of the vibration reduction index is practically the same as the shape of the curve 

of the velocity level difference. The only difference is th at the vibration reduction index is 

approximately 2 to 4 dB lower then the velocity level difference. This difference is caused by 

the damping in the wal!. Figure 4.11 shows the standard deviation of the measurements of the 

vibration reduction index. The standard deviation of the vibration reduction index is higher at 

50 Hz and 63 Hz then the standard deviation of the velocity level difference. At other 

frequencies the standard deviations are the same. 
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A measurement of a velocity level difference or a vibration reduction index done in one third 

octave bands can be calculated into octave bands by using equation 4.2. 

1 3 
D = -10Ig- "10.0 11 300,/10 

oet 3L 
n=1 

(4.2) 

Figure 4.12 shows the velocity level difference measured in full octaves. Figure 4.13 shows 

the velocity level difference in full octaves calculated from one third octave measurements. As 

expected, figure 4.12 and 4.13 show that the calculated full octave results correspond with the 

measured full octave results. The same thing can be said about the vibration reduction index. 

The results of the measured full octaves and the calculated full octaves are shown in figure 

4.14 and 4.15. 

Figure 4.16 and 4.17 show the standard deviations of the velocity level difference and the 

vibration reduction index. These standard deviations are 1 to 2 dB lower th en the standard 

deviations for the one third octave measured results. The standard deviations are lower, 

because the mode count are higher when measured in full octaves. 
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4.3 Workmanship 

The accuracy of the measurement results is not only dependent on the measurement 

procedure, but also on the accuracy with which the junction is built. A small construction error, 

for example, an unwanted bridge between the leafs of the double leaf separating wall, can 

cause significant differences in the measurement results . 

Wal/: r- r- Top floor: Junc ion 3 
Aeratedcon r t Anhydrite Junc ion 1 +-

~ r--- -
140mm 50mm 
112 kg/m2 100kg/m2 

r--- r--- ----- -
I I 
Floor: 
Aerated con ~~ t ~ -

Junction 4 ~ -
240mm 
144 kg/m2 Junction 2 

'- -

Flgure 4.18: cross-sectlOn of Flgure 4.19: floor plan of second Flgure 4.20: floor plan of second 

Ihe second floor junction floor of building 729 and 728. floor of building 717 and 718. 

;-- r-- -

~ - - ~ 
Junction 5 Junction 6 

Flgure 4.21: Floor plan of Flgure 4.22: Floor plan of 

second floor of building 734 second floor of building 734 and 

and 735 733 

The vibration reduction index is measured for six identical junctions on six different locations. 

A cross-section of the junctions is shown in figure 4.18. In figure 4.19 to 4.22 are the tloor 

plans shown of the different locations of the junction. 

Figure 4.23 shows the velocity level difference of the six measured junctions and figure 4.24 

shows the standard deviations of these junctions. The standard deviation is 1.5 dB at 63 Hz 

and 3.5 dB at 125 Hz. At 250 Hz and 500 Hz the standard deviation is approximately 2 dB. 

According to the theory presented in chapter 2 the vibration reduction index should have a 

smaller standard deviation then the velocity level difference. Figure 4.26 shows that this is not 
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the case for the lower frequencies. Figure 4.25 shows that the results of the vibration 

reduction index can be divided into two groups: a group of four with the junctions with the 

large floor surface and a group of two with the junctions with the smal! tloor surface and the 

long coupling length. Figure 4.27 shows that these differences are not caused by the loss 

factor of the measured plates. This means that the differences between the two groups are 

caused by other parameters in the standardization term of the vibration reduction index. 

These parameters concern the dimensions of the tloor surfaces. The relation between the 

coupling length and the floor surface is 0.2 for the junctions with the large tloor surface. For 

the other two locations this relation is 0.4. This higher relation causes the higher vibration 

reduction index. For the higher frequencies th is larger relation is compensated by the loss 

factor of the plates. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

This chapter describes the accuracy of the used measurement procedure. It is shown that for 

low frequencies the accuracy is lower, because of the presence of resonant frequencies and 

low mode counts. It is also shown th at the accuracy of the measurement procedure of the 

velocity level difference is just as good as the accuracy of the measurement procedure of the 

vibration reduction index. The results given in full octaves give a significantly better accuracy 

th en the measurement results given in one third octave bands. Workmanship has a negative 

influence on the measurement accuracy. The standard deviation of the measurement 

procedure of the velocity level difference gets almost twice as high when workmanship is 

taken into account. When identical junctions are measured on different location the vibration 

reduction index has a bigger deviation then the velocity level difference. This unexpected 

result occurs, because of the standardization term. Instead of making the vibration reduction 

index independent of its location, the standardization term makes the vibration reduction 

index more dependent on its location. 

In chapter 5 measured velocity level differences are added up. These additions give a bigger 

standard deviation of the results of the velocity level difference. Figure 4.29 gives the 

standard deviation of the velocity level difference of the different additions used in chapter 5. 
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5 Flanking sound transmission through a building junction 

5.1 Flanking sound transmission through a façade 

The sound transmission through a façade travels over several paths. Figure 5.1 shows a 

cross-section of a façade without an outer leaf and with a double leaf separating wall. This 

junction Uunction 1) is measured on the first floor in Utrecht de Woerd between building 733 

and 734. The junction consists of a façade of 150 mm aerated concrete and weighs 90 kg/m2
. 

The separating wall consists of two aerated concrete wal Is of 140 mm each. These walls 

weigh 112 kg/m2 each and the cavity between these walls is 70 mmo 

Inner leaf: 
Aerated concrete 
150mm 
90 kglm2 

Separating wal/: 
Aerated concrete 
140mm 
112 kglm2 

Junction 1 

Figure 5. 1: horizontal cross- Figure 5.2: floor plan of first 

section of the measured floor of building 733 and 734 

junction 
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Flgure 5.4: the mam 

transmission path from inner 
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Flgure 5.5: the mam transmIsSIon 

path from separating wall to inner 

leaf 

The main sound transmission paths through a façade without an outer leaf and with a double 

leaf separating wall are shown in figure 5.3 to 5.5. 
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Figure 5.6 shows the main path of the sound transmission from façade to façade over a 

double leaf separating wall. This path is determined by the velocity level difference from 

façade to the separating wall, from one leaf of the separating wall to the other leaf of the 

separating wall and from the separating wall to façade. Adding up these three paths might 

give the velocity level difference from façade to façade. 

Path JE JE JE IE 
Figure 5.6: Ihe main palh Ihal describes the velocity level dtfference from façade 10 façade over a 

double leaf separaling wa" 
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Figure 5.7: Velocity level difference from façade 

10 façade measured directly and calculaled 

according 10 the principles described in figure 5.6 

Figure 5.7 shows the velocity level difference from façade to façade measured directly and 

calculated from separate measurement results according to the principles described in figure 

5.6. It is shown that the measured velocity level difference is higher then the addition of the 

measured velocity level differences. This means that the addition overestimates the 

transmission from façade to façade. 
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path1:CEJIEJE 
Figure 5.8: the path that describes the velacity level difference aver a dauble leaf separating wa" from 

Ihe façade la the separating wa" 

Figure 5.9: the palh Ihal describes the velacily level difference aver a dauble leaf separating wa" fram 

Ihe separating wa" la Ihe façade 
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figure 5.9 
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Figure 5.8 and 5.9 show how the velocity level difference from inner leaf to separating wall 

and from separating wall to inner leaf can be calculated from separate measurement results. 

Figure 5.10 and 5.11 show that the velocity level difference calculated from measurement 

results is lower then the direct measured velocity level difference. In these cases the 

calculated velocity level difference also overestimates the transmission over the double leaf 

separating wall. This corresponds to the conclusion drawn from figure 5.7. 

During this research two junctions of a façade with an outer leaf and a double leaf separating 

wall were measured. These junction are located one a first floor (junction 3) and on a second 

floor (junction 2) . The floor plans of these junctions are shown in figure 5.13 and 5.14. Each 

junction consists of a double leaf separating wall made out of two 140 mm aerated concrete 

leafs with an air gap of 70 mmo The façade is a cavity wall with an outer leaf made out of 100 

mm brick and an inner leaf made out of 150 mm aerated concrete. The brick outer leaf has a 

clear dilatation between the two buildings. The cross-section and the properties of the junction 

are shown in figure 5.12. 

Inner leaf: 

L 
~ 

Aerated c 
junction 3 150mm 

90kg/m2 

~ ~ 
I--- I---

Ou1er leaf: Separating wal/: - ~ 
Brick Aerated concrete 

junction 2 100mm 140mm 
190kglm2 112 kg/m2 k-

-
Flgure 5.12: cross-sectton of Flgure 5. 13: floor plan of second Flgure 5. 14: floor plan of firsl 

Ihe measured junction floor of building 735 and 734 floor of building 734 and 733 

Figure 5. 15: Ihe main Figure 5.16: Ihe main Figure 5.17: the 

transmission paths from inner 

leaf la inner leaf 

Iransmission palhs from inner 

leaf la separating wall 
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For the transmission from one inner leaf of the façade to the other inner leaf of the façade two 

main transmission paths can be distinguished. These two paths are shown in figure 5.15. 

Figure 5.16 and 5.17 show the main transmission paths from the inner leaf to the separating 

wal! and from the separating wal! to the inner leaf. 

The two paths described in figure 5.15 to 5.17 are parallel paths. These paths are added up 

by using the equation from figure 5.18. 

I Dv.path 1 I 
~ ~ Dv = _10Ig(10-ov,P8,h1/10 + 10-oV,P8'h2/10) 

I Dv ,path 2 I 

F/gure 5.18: Two parallel veloe/fy level dtfferenees are added up aeeordmg fo fhe equaf/on desenbed m 

fhis figure. 

Figure 5.19 shows how the two main transmission paths from one inner leaf of the façade to 

the other inner leaf of the façade are determined, The velocity level difference of path 1 

equals the earlier described path in figure 5.3. The velocity level difference of path 2 can be 

calculated by adding up the velocity level difference from the inner leaf of the façade to the 

outer leaf of the façade with the velocity level difference over the outer leaf and the velocity 

level difference from the outer leaf to the inner leaf. 

Path 1:[]B IB JEJ JE 
Path 2:[E] JE JE1[EJ 

Figure 5,19: fhe fwo pafhs fhaf desenbe fhe veloeify level differenee from façade fo façade over a double 

leat separating wall 
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Figure 5.21: velocity level difference of junction 3 

from façade to façade measured directly and 

calculated over two paths according to the 

principles described in figure 5.19 

Figure 5.20 shows path 1 and path 2 of the velocity level difference from façade to façade of 

junction 2 on the second floor. It shows th at the velocity level difference over path 1 is equal 

to the velocity level difference of the summation of path 1 and 2. This means th at path 2 is not 

a factor in the total velocity level difference from façade to façade on the second floor. This 

figure also shows that the direct measurements are approximately the same as the addition. 

Figure 5.21 shows th at on the first floor the velocity level difference of path 1 is equal to the 

velocity level difference of the summation of path 1 and path 2 at 250 Hz and 500 Hz. At 

lower frequencies path 2 does have an influence on the total sound transmission. The low 

velocity level at low frequencies on the first floor can be caused by the coupling of the outer 

leaf from one building to the other building by the foundation. This coupling has less impact 

on the velocity level difference on the second floor, because of the distance between the 

junction and the foundation. The direct measurements for the junction on the first floor are 

approximately the same as the addition. 

The difference between second floor and first floor is that the direct measured velocity level 

difference from façade to façade on the second floor is approximately 6 dB higher for most 

frequencies. At 500 Hz this difference increases to 14 dB. 
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Figure 5.22 and 5.23 show how the main transmission paths of velocity level difference from 

inner leaf to separating wall and from separating wal! to inner leaf can be calculated from 

separate measurement results. 

pathl:EJJEJB 
path2:EJJEJ IE JE JEJ 

Figure 5.22: the two paths that describe the velocity level difference from the inner leaf of the façade to 

the separating wa" over a double leaf separating wa" 

Path 1:[E] JE JE] 

Path 2:[E] JE JE JEJ JEJ 
Flgure 5.23: the two paths that descnbe the velocity level difference between the separating wa" and the 

inner leaf of the façade over a double-Ieaf separating wa" 
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Figure 5.24 shows that the addition of the velocity level difference from façade to separating 

wall is higher th en the directly measured velocity level difference for 125 Hz and 250 Hz. For 

63 Hz and 500 Hz the difference between the direct measurement and the addition is smal!. 

These differences can be accounted for inaccuracies in the measurements. 

Figure 5.25 shows that for 250 Hz the addition is higher then the direct measurement. For the 

other frequencies the direct velocity level difference is higher. 

Both figures show th at the velocity level difference over path 2 has no influence on the total 

sound transmission between the inner leaf and the separating wall. This sound transmission 

is primarily determined by path 1. 

Path 1 is the primary transmission path for the sound transmission between the separating 

wall and the inner leaf. This is shown in figure 5.26 and 5.27. 

The additions and the direct measurement results in Figure 5.26 and 5.27 show almost the 

exact opposite of figure 5.24 and 5.25. Figure 5.26 shows that the addition is lower then the 

direct measured velocity level difference between the separating wall and the façade. Figure 

5.27 shows th at the addition and the direct measured velocity level difference are practically 

the same. The small differences are caused by inaccuracies in the measurements. The 63 Hz 

measurement result is missing because of a low signal to noise ratio. 

5.2 Flanking sound transmission through a first floor junction 

Figure 5.28 shows a junction of a floor with a double leaf separating wall and a foundation. 

The floor is a ribbed floor made out of concrete. The walls are made out of 140 mm aerated 

concrete and weigh 112 kg/m2
. On the floor lays a 50 mm anhydrite top floor. This junction is 

measured on two different locations in Utrecht de Woerd. The floor plans of these locations 

are shown in figure 5.29 and 5.30. 

Top floor: r- r- Wa": 
Anhydrite ~, rl: ted concrete Junctio~ r-
50mm 140mm 
100 kg/m2 112 kg/m2 

r-- r0-
I I 
Floor: i~ ~ r--
Concrete ri floor 
320mm 

Flgure 5.28: Cross-sectlon of Flgure 5.29: Floor plan of flrst 

the measured junction. f100r of building 729 and 728. 
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The velocity level difference between floor and floor over a double leaf separating wal! can be 

described as a summation of the velocity level difference over two paths. These paths are 

described in figure 5.31 . Figure 5.32 and 5.33 show the main transmission paths for 

respectively the transmission from floor to wal! and the transmission from wal! to floor. 

Because of practical reasons the path over the foundation is not measured. 

Figure 5.31: the main Figure 5.32: the main Figure 5.33: the main 

transmission paths trom floor 

to floor 

transmission paths trom floor to 

wall 

transmission paths trom wall to 

floor 

Figure 5.34 shows the addition of the velocity level differences th at describe the velocity level 

difference from floor to floor. 

Flgure 5.34: the path that describes the velo city level difference over a double leat separating wall trom 

floor to floor 

Figure 5.35 and 5.36 show a clear difference of 15 to 20 dB between the addition of the 

velocity level differences and the direct measured velocity level difference from floor to tloor. 

From this can be concluded that the second transmission path over the foundation has a 

significant influence on the velocity level difference. The 63 Hz direct measurement result of 

junction 5 is missing because of a low signal to noise ratio. 
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Figure 5.35: velocily level difference of junction 4 Figure 5.36: velocily level difference of junclion 5 

belween floor and floor measured directiy and belween floor and floor measured direclly and 

calculaled over Iwo palhs according la Ihe calculaled over Iwo palhs according la Ihe 

principles described in figure 5.34 principles described in figure 5.34 

Figure 5.37: Ihe palh Ihal describes Ihe velocily level dlfference over a double leaf separating wa" from 

floor la separating wa" 

Figure 5.38 and 5.39 show th at the addition shown in figure 5.37 is higher then the direct 

measurement from floor to wall. Here we can also conclude that other transmission paths, 

such as the path over the foundation, have a significant influence on the transmission from 

floor to wal!. 
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Figure 5.40: the path that deseribes the veloe/ty level differenee over a double leaf separating wall from 

separating wall to the fJoor 

Figure 5.41 and 5.42 show that the addition shown in figure 5.40 is the same as the direct 

measurement from wal! to f1oor. The smal! differences shown are caused by inaccuracies in 

the measurement results. The transmission path over the foundation does not have a 

significant influence on the velocity level difference from wal! to f100r. 
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Figure 5.42: velo city level difference of junction 5 

between separating wall and floor measured 

directiy and calculated over two paths according 

to the principles described in figure 5.40 

5.3 Flanking sound transmission through a second floor junction 

This paragraph describes the velocity level difference over a second f100r junction on two 

different locations. A cross-section of the junction is shown in figure 5.43. Figure 5.44 and 

5.45 show the f100r plans where the junctions are located. These are f100r plans of a second 

f100r of a standard Dutch attached home. 

Wa": - r- Top floor: 
Aerated cor cr t Anhydrite ~ f--
140mm 50mm JUfi tion 6 
112 kg/m2 

100kg/m2 

;-- -
l j 
Floor: 
Aerated COfi r t 
240mm 
144 kg/m2 

L- '-

Figure 5.43: cross-sectlon of Figure 5.44: floor plan of second 

the measured junction floor of building 729 and 728 
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The velocity level difference from floor to floor over a double leaf separating wal! can be 

described as a summation of the velocity level difference over two paths. These paths are 

described in figure 5.46 to 5.48. 

Figure 5.46: the main paths of Figure 5.47: the main paths of Figure 5.48: the main paths of 

transmission from floor to floor transmission from floor to wa" transmission from wa" to floor 

Figure 5.49: the two paths that describe the velocity level difference from floor to floor over a double leaf 

separating wa" 

Figure 5.50 and 5.51 show the velocity level difference over two different paths described in 

figure 5.49 and the summation of these paths. According to BASluco [1] path 1 has to be 

taken into account twice to predict the velocity level difference between two floors over a 

double leaf separating wal!. because it is expected th at path 1 is approximately the same as 

path 2. Figure 5.50 and 5.51 show that the difference between the velocity level difference of 

path 1 and path 2 is approximately 1 to 4 dB. This gives a difference between the addition 

and path 1 of 1 to 2 dB. The assumptions in BASluco give an addition that is 3 dB lower then 

path 1. Therefore. it can be relevant to take both paths into account when the velocity level 

difference between two floors over a double-Ieaf separating wal! is predicted. 

The difference between path 1 and path 2 is caused by the fact that the separating wal!s of 

the first floor are bigger then the separating walls of the second floor. This causes a larger 
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coupling length between the two walls of the double leaf wall and a larger path for the 

vibration energy to travel from the source wall to the receiving wall. 

The velocity level difference of the path from f100r to floor that is added up according to the 

principles described in figure 5.49 is bigger then the same path measured directly. This 

difference can be as high as 15 dB. These kinds of differences are not caused by an 

inaccuracy in the measurement procedure. There must be other paths that have a significant 

influence on the sound transmission from floor to floor on a second floor . 
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Figure 5.50: veloeily level differenee of junetion 6 
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principles described in figure 5.49 
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Figure 5.51: veloeily level differenee of junetion 7 

belween floor and floor measured direetly and 

ealeulaled over Iwo pa Ihs according la Ihe 
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Figure 5.52: Ihe Iwo palhs Ihal deseribe Ihe veloe/ly level differenee trom floor la separaling wall over a 

double leaf separaling wall 
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Figure 5.53: the two paths that describe the velocity level dffference from separating wall 10 floor over a 

double leaf separating wall 
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belween floor and wall measured directly and 

calculaled over Iwo palhs according 10 Ihe 

principles described in figure 5.52 
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Figure 5.55: velocily level difference of junction 7 

belween floor and wall measured directly and 

calculaled over Iwo palhs according 10 Ihe 

principles described in figure 5.53 

Figure 5.52 shows the two main transmission paths that describe the velocity level difference 

from floor to separating wa" . The two transmission paths from separating wa" to floor are 

shown in figure 5.53. 

Figures 5.54 and 5.55 show that the velo city level difference over pa th 2 has no influence on 

the total sound transmission between floor and separating wa" of a second floor junction. This 

sound transmission is primarily determined by path 1. Path 1 is also the primary transmission 
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path for the sound transmission between the separating wall and floor. This is shown in figure 

5.56 and 5.57. 

The direct measured velocity level difference from floor to wallof junction 6 is approximately 

the same as the addition of the separate paths. The only significant difference can be seen at 

250 Hz. It is possible th at this difference is caused by a critica I frequency in the floor. At 

junction 7 there is a bigger difference between the addition and the direct measurement for 

the transmission path from floor to wall. For the transmission path from wall to floor this 

difference is not significant. For junction 6 the difference between the addition and the direct 

measurement of the velocity level difference from wall to floor is also not significant. 
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Figure 5.56: Ve/ocify level difference of junction 6 

befween wall and floor measured directly and 

ca/cu/afed over fwo pafhs according fa fhe 

princip/es described in figure 5.53 

5.4 Conclusion 
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Figure 5.57: Ve/ocify /evel difference of junction 7 

befween wall and floor measured directly and 

ca/cu/afed over fwo pafhs according fa fhe 

princip/es described in figure 5.53 

For a façade without an outer leaf the addition used in BASLuco and described in figures 5.3 

to 5.5 underestimate the velocity level difference. This is contradictory to research (15) that 

has been done before. The outer leaf of the façade decreases the velocity level difference at 

63 Hz. At other frequencies the velocity level difference stays the same or increases. This 

means that the outer leaf improves the sound transmission at some frequencies. 

The velocity level difference of a first floor junction between the floor and the floor and the 

floor and the separating wall doesn't only depend on the transmission path over the 
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separating wall, but also the path over the foundation . Wh en the velocity level difference is 

measured from wall to tloor the foundation doesn't influence the measurement results. 

There is a difference between the velocity level difference from wal! to wal! on the first tloor 

and the second tloor. Therefore both transmission paths have to be taken into account when 

a second floor junction is estimated. The transmission path from floor to floor is dependent on 

more then the two main transmission paths. For the velocity level difference from wan to floor 

and tloor to wan the second transmission path has no intluence on the total velocity level 

difference. For these velocity level differences the direct measured velocity level difference is 

equal to the addition of the velocity level difference . 
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6 Estimating the vibration reduction index 

6.1 The influence of size on ajunetion 

According to theory presented in EN 12354 the vibration reduction index of a junction is 

independent of the coupling length of the junction. However, in practice this might not be the 

case. Therefore, three identical junctions on three different locations on the first floor are 

measured as weil as three junctions on the second floor. A cross-section of the first floor 

junction is shown in figure 6.1. The locations of the three building junctions on the first floor 

are shown in figure 6.2 to 6.4. These junctions are compared with estimation results from 

BASluco shown in figure 6.10 and 6.11. 

Top floor: 
Anhydrite 
50mm 
100 kg/m2 

Concrete ri 
320mm 
200 kg/m2 

Weil: 

Figure 6.1: Cross-section of the 

first floor junetion that is 

measured and estimated 

Junction 1.- r-

- -
- ~ 

Junction 2 Junction 3~ 
=; -

~ - - -- ~ 

~ r- r-

Flgure 6.2: first floor wlth Flgure 6.3: first floor wlth Flgure 6.4: flrst floor wlth 

junetion with short eoupJing junetion with long eoupJing asymmetrie junetion 716-717 

length 728-729 length 717-718 
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Figure 6.5 shows the actual eross-seetion of the first floor. In order to model this floor in 

BASluco it must be simplified. A eross-seetion of this simplified floor is shown in figure 6.6. A 

eross-seetion of the real foundation is shown in figure 6.7. This foundation ean not be 

mode led in BASlueo as weil. This foundation is mode led as a foundation with no eavity and as 

a foundation with a very deep eavity. These models are shown in figure 6.8 and 6.9. Figure 

6.10 and 6.11 will show whieh model of the foundation ean be used best to model the real 

foundation. 

Top floor Ribbed floor 
Anhydrite Concrete 
2000 kg/m3 2300 kg/m3 

50mm 
50mm 
200mm 

( 1200mm ) 

Figure 6.5: original floor as it is built in reallife 

Top floor Ribbed floor 
Anhydrite Concrete 
2000kg/m3 2300kg/m3 

50mm 
50mm 

W W 200mm 

( 1200mm ) 

Flgure 6.6: simplified floor for the estimatlOn 

model in BASluco 

Figure 6.7: foundation with Figure 6.8: foundation with no Figure 6.9: foundation with deep 

actual cavity cavity cavity 

Figure 6.10 shows the measured vibration reduetion index from floor to floor for three different 

first floor junetions. For 63 Hz and 125 Hz the measurement results of the three junetions are 

very similar. For higher frequeneies one measurement result differs from the others. The 

measurement results of junetions 1 and 3 are praetieally the same, while the measurement 

result of the junction with the long eoupling length is 6 to 7 dB lower at 250 Hz and 500 Hz. 

Chapter 5 showed that this difference is eaused by a smaller veloeity level differenee. The 

three measurement results lay in between the two estimation results. The estimation with the 

foundation with the deep eavity overestimates the measured vibration reduetion index and the 

estimation with the foundation with no eavity underestimates the measured results. An ideal 

estimate would be exaetly in between these two estimates. 

Figure 6.11 shows the results of the measured vibration reduetion index from floor to wall of 

the three first floor junetions. The asymmetrie junction is measured in two direetions. The 
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results for these two directions are very similar to the result of the junction with the short 

coupling length. The vibration reduction index of the junction with the long coupling length is 

slightly smaller then the other results. The four measurement results all lay in a range of 2 to 

4 dB from each other. The estimation result of the foundation with a deep cavity is 1 dB higher 

at 63 Hz and 125 Hz then the estimation result of the foundation with no cavity. At 250 Hz and 

500 Hz this estimation result is 3 dB higher. At 125 Hz the estimation result of the foundation 

with the deep cavity is equal to the measurement results. At 500 Hz the measurement results 

are equal to the estimation result of the foundation with no cavity. At 63 Hz both estimates are 

to low and at 250 Hz both estimates are too high. 
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k00004: Shon coupling length g00084 : Shon coupling length 
.- kOOOI 0: Longeoupling length ' gOOI17: Longeoupling length 
- gOO I 16: Asymmetrie junetion ~ g00118: Asymmetrie junetion direct ion I 
- basl: Foundation with doop cavity ~ g00119 : Asymmetrie junetion direetion 2 

- bas2: Foundation with no cavity bas3: Foundation with deep eavity . bas4 : Foundation with no caviry 

Figure 6.10: measured and estima/ed vibration Figure 6.11: measured and eslima/ed vibration 

reduction index from floor /0 floor of a firs/ floor reduction index from floor /0 wall of a firs/ floor 

junction on /hree differen/locations junclion on /hree differen/localions 

Wall: r- r- Top floor: 
Aeratedcoli pq Anhydrite Junc ion 1 ~ 

I--
140mm 50mm 
112 kg/m2 100kg/m2 

r---- -
l I 
Floor: 
Aeratedcon Fr t ~ -
240mm 
144 kg/m2 Junction 2 

'- -

Figure 6.12: cross-sec/Ion of Figure 6. 13: floor plan of second 

/he second floor junclion thai is floor of building 729 and 728 

measured and eslima/ed 
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A cross-section of the building junctions measured on the second f100r is shown in figure 

6.12. Figure 6.13 and 6.14 show the locations of this junction. 

Figure 6.15 shows the measurement results of the vibration reduction index from floor to floor 

of three second floor junctions. Just as in paragraph 4.3. the measurement result of the 

junction with the large floor surface differs at 63 Hz and 125 Hz compared to the 

measurement results of the other two junctions. At 63 Hz and 125 Hz the estimation result 

lays in between the measurement result. At 25 Hz and 500 Hz BASluco overestimates the 

vibration reduction index by 10 to 15 dB. 

The three measurement results for the vibration reduction index from floor to wall are shown 

in figure 6.16. These results differ 2 to 4 dB from each other. These differences can be 

caused by inaccuracies in the measurement procedure. At 500 Hz the estimation result is in 

compliance with the measurement results. At 250 Hz the vibration reduction index is 

overestimated and at 63 Hz and 125 Hz the vibration reduction index is underestimated. 
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~ k00008: Small floor surface gOO085: SmaU floor surface 
- kOOO 17: Large noor surface - . gOO 120: Large floor surface 
~ k00020: Long coupling length - gOO 121: Long coupling length 
-- bas5: Estirnation ~ bas6: Eslimation 

Figure 6.15: measured and estimated vibration Figure 6.16: measured and estimated vibration 

reduction index from floor to floor of a second reduction index from floor to wal/ of a second floor 

floor junction on three different locations junction on three different locations 

6.2 Different stages of the bui/ding process 

To determine the influence of the top floor on the junctions. a junction is measured with and 

without top f100r. This junction is located on the first floor. A cross-section of the junction with 

top f100r is shown in figure 6.1 7. Figure 6.18 shows the location of the junction. 
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Wal/: r- - Top floor: 
Aeratedcon r t Anhydrite Junc ion 1~ 

~ 

140mm 50mm 
112 kglm2 100kg/m2 

I I r------ r------

Floor: 
Aerated con cr t 
240mm 
144 kglm2 

- '-

Figure 6.17: cross-sect/On of Figure 6.18: Floor plan of second 

the junction that is measured floor of building 729 and 728. 

and estimated 
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8000 

Figure 6.19: measured and estimated vibration Figure 6.20: measured and estimated vibration 

reduction index from floor to floor of a second reduction index from floor to wal! of a second floor 

floor junction with and without top floor junction with and without top floor 

The measurement results of the vibration reduction index from floor to floor are higher when 

the junction is measured with top floor. This expected result is shown in figure 6.19. The 

results with top floor are approximately 5 to 8 dB higher then the results without top floor, 

except at 250 Hz. At this frequency the measurement results are the same. The dip in the 

results for the floor with top floor can be caused by a critica I frequency in this floor. At 63 Hz 

the vibration reduction index is estimated correctly for the floor without top floor. For the other 

frequencies this floor is overestimated. The floor with top floor is underestimated at 63 Hz and 

125 Hz. At 250 Hz and 500 Hz the vibration reduction index of this junction is overestimated. 
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The results of the vibration reduction index of the second floor junction from floor to wall are 

shown in figure 6.20. As expected, the difference between the measurement results with and 

without top floor from floor to wall is smaller then the difference between the measurement 

results from floor to floor. At 125 Hz the vibration reduction index of the floor without top floor 

appears to be bigger then the measurement result of the floor with top floor. This is not 

expected, because the floor without top floor is lighter and should have a smaller vibration 

reduction index. This result is caused by an inaccuracy in the measurement procedure. At 63 

Hz and 125 Hz the vibration reduction index is underestimated. At 250 Hz and 500 Hz the 

vibration reduction index is overestimated for both floor types. 

To determine the influence of the outer leaf on the vibration reduction index a façade is 

measured on the first floor with and without outer leaf. Figure 6.20 and 6.21 show a cross

section and the location of the junction. 

Inner leat: 

L / ~ 

Aerated cc 
150mm junction 3 

90kg/m2 - -
Outer leat: Separating wa": ~ ~ 
Brick Aerated concrete 
100mm 140mm 
190kg/m2 112kg/M -

Flgure 6.20: cross-sectlon of Flgure 6.21: floor plan of first 

the junction that is measured floor of building 734 and 733 

and estimated 

The outer leaf of a façade has a negative influence on the vibration reduction index of a 

junction with a double leaf separating wall and a façade. This is shown in figure 6.22 and 

6.23. At 63 Hz the outer leaf has the most influence. The vibration reduction index from 

façade to façade decreases with more then 15 dB wh en an outer leaf is used. At higher 

frequencies this difference is 3 to 5 dB. For the vibration reduction index from façade to 

separating wall the decrease at 63 Hz is approximately 12 dB. At higher frequencies this 

difference gets smaller to 4 to 6 dB. 

The estimation for both vibration reduction indexes is too low. Especially at low frequencies 

the estimations are bad. The difference between the estimate and the measurement results 

are 20 dB to 30 dB at 63 Hz and 125 Hz. At 250 Hz and 500 Hz this difference reduces to 10 

to 15 dB. The estimation model with the foundation with no cavity gives a worse result then 

the model with the foundation with the deep cavity. 
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Figure 6.22: measured and estimated vibration 

reduction index from façade to façade of a first 

fJoor junction with and without outer leaf 

6.3 Estimation models 
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Figure 6.23: measured and estimated vibration 

reduction index from façade to wa" of a first floor 

junction with and without outer leaf 

Paragraph 5.3 showed that the total velocity level difference from f100r to wal! over a second 

f100r junction can be determined by adding up the separately measured velocity level 

differences of two paths. BASluco uses the same principles in its estimation modeis. To 

determine the vibration reduction index from f100r to wal! of a second f100r junction BASluco 

estimates the separate velocity level differences and adds these up. Path 1 (01) is estimated 

by using equation 6.1. The first two terms of th is equation give the vibration reduction index 

from floor to adjacent wal!. It is estimated that a vibration reduction index can be calculated 

into a velocity level difference by adding up 5 dB. The third term in equation 6.2 estimates the 

velocity level difference over the double leaf separating wal! (Os). 

(6.1 ) 

Path 2 (02) is estimated by using equation 6.2. This equation is the same as equation 6.1 with 

an addition of the estimated velocity level difference from the wal! on the first floor to the waJl 

on the second f1oor. 
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02 = 5.7 + 5.7M j
2 + Os + 5.7 -14.1M j + 5.7Mf + 10 (6.2) 

The terms M; and Mj are calculated by using equation 6.3 and 6.4. In these equations ms is 

the mass of one leaf of the separating wall and mf is the mass of the f100r. 

I 
ms,; 

M; = g-
m,,i 

m · 
M -I~ j - 9 

m',j 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

Path 1 and path 2 are added up by using equation 6.5. With the term -5 the addition of these 

two paths is calculated from a velocity level difference into a vibration reduction index. 

(6 .5) 

By using equation 6.1 to 6.5 the vibration reduction index from floor to wall is estimated of the 

second f10ar junction shown in figure 6.24. The location of this junction is shown in figure 

6.25. The estimations of the separate paths and the standardization terms are shown in figure 

6.26 to 6.28. These figures also show the measurement results of these separate paths. 

Figure 6.29 shows the estimated and measured velocity level differences of path 1 and 2. In 

figure 6.20 the total measured and estimated vibration reduction index from f10ar to wall of the 

junction are shown. 

Wal/: r- - Top floor: 
Aeratedcon ~r t Anhydrite Junc ion 1~ r--
140mm 50mm 
112 kg/m 2 100kg/m2 

- -
I I 
Floor: 
Aeratedcon ~r t 
240mm 
144 kg/m 2 

'- ..... 

Flgure 6.24: cross-sectlOn of Flgure 6.25: floor plan of second 

the junction th at is measured floor of building 729 and 728 

and estimated 
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BASluco overestimated the standardization term that is used to determine the vibration 

reduction index. Figure 6.26 shows th at the estimated standardization term is approximately 3 

dB higher then the measured standardization term at 125 Hz and 250 Hz. At 500 Hz this 

difference is 4 dB. At 63 Hz the standardization term differs 2 to 5 dB from the estimated 

standardization term. 

The estimated vibration reduction index from floor to wall is 6 dB for every frequency. This is 

an underestimation of the measured vibration reduction index. The measured result is 6 dB 

higher at 63 Hz and 2 dB higher at 500 Hz. The vibration reduction index from the first floor 

wall to the second floor wal! is estimated at 11 dB. At 63 Hz, 125 Hz and 250 Hz the 

measured results are 2 to 4 dB higher. At 500 Hz the measured result is 500 Hz lower. 

Previous research [11] [3] also showed that BASluco underestimates the vibration reduction 

index for these kinds of junctions at low frequencies. 

Figure 6.28 shows the estimated and measured velocity level difference from wall to wal! over 

a double leaf separating wal!. At 63 Hz and 125 Hz there is a 2 dB difference between the 

estimation and the measurement result. At 250 Hz and 500 Hz the velocity level difference is 

overestimated with about 4 dB. 

Figure 6.29 shows that path 1 is estimated more accurately then path 2. Just like the 

measurement results, path 2 hardly has any influence on the total estimation result. Path 1 is 

underestimated at 63 Hz and overestimated at 250 Hz and 500 Hz. To estimate a more 

accurate vibration reduction index, al! the separate paths must be estimated more correctly. 

The biggest difference between estimation result and measurement result is given by the 

vibration reduction index from floor to wal!. Furthermore the velocity level difference from wal! 

to wallover the double leaf wal! has the biggest influence on the shape of the curve. It is 

better to estimate the correction factor at 2 dB then at 5 dB. 

6.4 Conclusion 

The models presented in BASluco are not complete. As a result of this, not every vibration 

reduction index can be estimated. An important parameter that can not be modeled is the 

foundation. The foundation used in the measured buildings is not present in BAsluco. The 

small cavity in this foundation however has a big influence on the vibration reduction index of 

the first floor junctions. 

None of the junctions can be estimated correctly for every frequency, especially the junctions 

at the façade. The vibration reduction indexes for this junction are underestimated at every 

frequency, while other vibration reduction indexes are mostly underestimated at low 

frequencies at overestimated at high frequencies. 

BASluco adds up the velocity level difference of several paths to determine the vibration 

reduction index over a double leaf wal!. The path from wall to wal! over the separating wal! 

has the biggest influence on the total vibration reduction index. 
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7 Conclusions 

7.1 Concluding remarks 

The first objective of this research was to obtain a good measurement protocol for the 

vibration reduction index of junctions at double leaf separating walls in-situ. 

At low frequencies it is difficult to measure the vibration reduction index accurately, because 

of the presence of resonant frequencies and low mode counts. 

Results measured in full octaves give a significantly better accuracy then measurement 

results given in one third octave bands. 

Workmanship has a negative influence on the measurement accuracy. The standard 

deviation of the measurement procedure of the velocity level difference gets almost twice as 

high when workmanship is taken into account. 

The vibration reduction index is more dependent on the location then the velocity level 

difference. This is caused by the negative influence of the standardization term on the 

vibration reduction index. 

The measurement protocol presented in th is thesis gives satisfactory repeatability for similar 

situations at 250 Hz and 500 Hz. At 63 Hz and 125 Hz the results are less satisfactory, 

because of the influence of workmanship and resonant frequencies. Also low mode counts 

play an important role in the inaccuracies at low frequencies. 

The second objective of this research was to measure the vibration reduction index in-situ of 

junctions at double leaf separating walls. The results of these measurements are compared 

with results of the estimation models of these junctions presented in BASluco. 

For a façade without an outer leaf the addition used in BASLuco underestimate the velocity 

level difference. 

The outer leaf of the façade decreases the velo city level difference at 63 Hz. At other 

frequencies the velocity level difference stays the same or increases. This means th at the 

outer leaf improves the sound transmission at some frequencies. 
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The velocity level difference of a first tloor junction between the floors and from floors to 

separating walls depends on the transmission path over the separating wall and the path over 

the foundation. When the velocity level difference is measured from wall to floor the 

foundation doesn't influence the measurement results. 

There is a difference between the velocity level differences from wall to wall on the first floor 

and the second floor. Therefore both transmission paths have to be taken into account when 

the vibration reduction index from floor to floor on a second tloor junction is estimated. The 

transmission path from tloar to floor is dependent on more then two main transmission paths. 

The only vibration reduction index that can be calculated accurately from measurement 

results according to the paths described in BASluco is the vibration reduction index from floar 

to wall of a second floor junction. 

The models presented in BASluco are not complete. As a result of this not every vibration 

reduction index can be estimated. An important parameter that can not be modeled is the 

foundation . The foundation used in the measured buildings is not present in BAsluco. The 

small cavity in this foundation however has a big influence on the vibration reduction index of 

the first floor junctions. 

None of the junctions can be estimated correctly for every frequency, especially the junctions 

at the façade. The vibration reduction indexes for this junction are underestimated at every 

frequency, while the other vibration reduction indexes are mostly underestimated at low 

frequencies and overestimated at high frequencies. 

7.2 Recommendations for future research 

For most junctions the vibration reduction index over a double leaf separating wall can not be 

estimated accurately. More information is needed to obtain more accurate estimation results . 

To obtain a better estimation model , the present models must be expanded. More information 

must be obtained on the different foundations that are used in standard attached homes in 

order to include these in the modeis. 
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List of symbols 

Symbol Physical quantity Unit 

ai equivalent absorption length of element i m 

aj equivalent absorption length of element j m 

A equivalent sound absorption area in the receiving room m2 

Aa reference equivalent sound absorption area (10 m2
) m2 

B bandwidth Hz 

Co speed of sound in air (=340 mIs) mIs 

CB bending wave speed mIs 

CL longitudinal wave speed mIs 

0 velocity level difference dB 

Os velocity level difference of a double leaf wall dB 

Dv,ij direction averaged velocity level difference dB 

Dv,ij velocity level difference from element i to element j dB 

Dv,ji velocity level difference from element j to element i dB 

E Young's modulus N/m 2 

fe critical frequency Hz 

fei critica I frequency of element i Hz 

fej critica I frequency of element j Hz 

fn,m resonant frequency Hz 

fref reference frequency (= 1000 Hz) Hz 

G,el relative strength dB 

h thickness m 

K ij vibration reduction index dB 

'a reference length (= 1 m) m 

lij length of junction at element i and j m 

Ik length of junction m 

L2 impact sound pressure level in receiving room dB 

La acceleration level dB 

Ln normalized impact sound pressure level dB 

Ln,i normalized impact sound pressure level of source element dB 

Lp1 sound pressure level in the source room dB 

Lp2 sound pressure level in the receiving room dB 

Lv velocity level dB 

m' mass per unit area kg/m 2 

mi mass per unit area of element i kg/m2 
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mj mass per unit area of element j kg/m2 

M modal overlap factor 

n(f) modal density Hz·1 

N mode count 

P sound pressure N/m2 

R' apparent sound reduction index dB 

Ri sound reduction index of element i dB 

Rij sound reduction index over the flanking elements i and j dB 

Rj sound reduction index of element j dB 

rr reverberation radius m 

Selement surface area of the element m3 

Si area of element i m2 

Sj area of element j m2 

Ss area of the separating element m2 

SNR signal to noise ratio 

TM integration time s 

Ts structural reverberation time s 

v velocity mIs 

Wtot sound power transmitled into the receiving room W 

Win sound power which is incident on the separating element W 

a absorption coefficient of the edges 

ak absorption coefficient for bending waves 

fJ totalloss factor dB 

fJtot totalloss factor 

fJedge edge loss factor 

fJint internalloss factor 

fJrad radiation loss factor 

ÀB wavelength of free bending wave m 

P density kg/m3 

Po density of air kg/m3 

a radiation factor for free bending waves 

T total transmission factor 

Td transmission factor of the separating element 

Te transmission factor of the leaks in the separating element 

TI transmission factor of the f1anking elements 

Tij f1anking transmission factor 

Ts transmission factor of the indirect sound over systems 

w angle frequency S·l 
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